Optimisation tool to identify
replacement crew members
CrewReplacement
merlot.aero-CrewReplacement is an online software application that uses optimisation
techniques to identify replacement crew members and action the changes to cover open
pairings.
merlot.aero-CrewReplacement forms part of the merlot optimisation family of products. Our vision is to provide
seamless optimisation to provide users with assisted and automated decision tools across planning and operation
functions encompassing:
 Tactical: intuitive, easy to use tools to generate (both automatically and user triggered) solutions, to everyday
operational and monthly planning ‘problems’.
 Strategic: powerful, robust analytical tools to perform strategic ‘what if’ analysis to make empowered informed
and accurate strategic decisions.

Maximise the use of precious crew resources to operate a schedule
Explore the benefits, key features and functionality that merlot.aero-CrewReplacement offers:
 To resolve covering of open pairings that result from crew sickness, operational changes, and that are created as
part of pairing repair.
 Based on using configuration to determine the prioritised candidate ‘best-fit’ crew that meet the specified criteria
(including being pre-checked as being legal to operate).
 Able to be have the pairing assignment triggered manually or automatically.
 Extend to be combined with pairing repair to handle a number of crew legality issues in addition to covering open
pairings.
 Utilise imbedded merlot data and rules – no export or import of solutions.
 Auto notification to crew members of any changes to their assigned pairings via the existing merlot.aero core
notifications framework.
 Crew replacement priorities and criteria defined using the existing configuration merlot.aero-PairingCreation
framework.
 Scalable and cost effective.

Designed with the user in mind

The CrewReplacement process has been designed to be intuitive and flexible in relation to:
 Configuration management. Leverages the same configuration management concepts used by merlot.aeroPairingCreation with the ability to specify configuration hierarchies that provide flexible and powerful capabilities to
represent real world configuration, rather than being locked into a limited set of predefined configurable rules.
 Data selection. Automatic identification and evaluation of the appropriate candidate replacement crew, including
the execution of applicable rules to ensure only legal crew are considered as replacement options.
 CrewReplacement process. The flexibility to trigger manually as open pairings are created (e.g. crew sickness),
and on existing open pairings. Alternatively to have the merlot.aero-CrewReplacement run as a background
process to automatically evaluate and cover open pairings by assigning to the ‘best’ candidate crew member.
 Decreased manual intervention. Having merlot.aero-CrewReplacement running as a background process
removes the manual work of operational users having to identify appropriate crew members (and ensure they are
legal) to cover open pairings.

The right data when you need it

The merlot.aero-CrewReplacement functionality is designed to provide flexibility to ensure that your crew schedules
are always maintained, legal, accurate and efficient to the level of timeliness your operation requires. This is done via
a combination of configuration of different background processes evaluating different time periods, and / or explicitly
manually triggering of covering open pairings via the crew replacement functionality.
Regardless of which approach is taken, the replacement of open pairings always takes into account the most current
crew and pairing information available. This ensures that resulting replaced open pairings are legally allocated to the
most desirable crew as defined by your operations constraints and criteria.

Effective management no matter what your requirements

Whether you are planning for a single equipment type from a single base, through to being a multiple base and
equipment type operator, the flexibility designed into merlot.aero-CrewReplacement, provides the capability to readily
cover open pairings across this spectrum. This allows the airline to effectively define sets of configuration appropriate for
covering pairings each equipment grouping, operation type, for a variety of different time periods.
While crew replacement is beneficial regardless, the larger the airline, the larger the volume of operational changes
resulting in open pairings that require covering, hence the increased power of merlot.aero-CrewReplacement to identify
and action appropriate crew replacements to streamline this process and decrease manual workload.

Quantifiable benefits

Making use of merlot.aero-CrewReplacement will result in your airlines’ flight operations department realising the
following readily identifiable tangible benefits:
 Having quick access to pre-evaluated ordered set of crew members who are legal to cover open pairings to facilitate
the faster replacement of those open pairings by planners and / or dispatchers, resulting in timelier re-crewing of
pairings.
 Removing potentially hours of manual crew candidate investigation by planners and / or dispatches, by configuring
and utilising the background processing capability of merlot.aero-PairingRepair.
 Having open pairings covered automatically in a timely manner for various time periods at frequencies that make
sense for your operation.
 Overall making use of these mechanisms to achieve a more streamlined and responsive operational change process,
bounded appropriately by constraints to make the replaced open pairings operationally robust and crew friendly.

Smart airline solutions

merlot.aero is a complete operational management solution offering all aspects of airline resource planning and control
to ensure the safety, efficiency and quality of your crew and operational environment. An ideal solution for low-cost,
efficient day-of-operations management, merlot.aero enables you to forecast, organise, plan, predict, measure and report
to optimise daily aircraft and crew utilisation. It assures control of core operational information that will enable you to
effectively manage your business and easily achieve regulatory compliance while maximising your airline’s operational
efficiency. merlot.aero’s modules can be used independently or together to provide a fully integrated airline operations
management system for optimum airline performance. merlot.aero is a fully hosted, fully-outsourced solution, providing
you the peace of mind with security whilst avoiding unnecessary expenditure on the purchase and support of your own
computer hardware and environment.
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